ALL ISLANDS’ ART SHOW

Haida Gwaii Museum at
Kaay Llnagaay Heritage Centre
March 10 – April 8, 2017

Welcome to the 2017 All Islands’ Art Show!

The All Islands’ Art Show is an annual event held to
showcase the visual artists of Haida Gwaii. The adjudicated
show is hosted by the Haida Gwaii Arts Council in
cooperation with the Haida Gwaii Museum. The show
welcomes artists working in a diversity of media and
provides the community with an opportunity to appreciate
local talent.

Exhibit Coordinator & Curator Jamie Mcdonald
Art Show Adjudicator Janice Tanton
Haida Gwaii Museum Scott Marsden
Gwaalagaa Naay Corporation Lin Armstrong
Dedicated Volunteers Betsy Cardell, Ashley Furland, Robin
Pozer, Jacquie Poschman, Nancy Hett, Allison Smith, Debbie
Gardiner, HG Arts Council & many more!

THANK YOU
to our generous sponsors and partners
for making the 2017
All Islands' Art Show possible!

Presenting the 2017
All Islands' Art Show

Artists & Art
Please note that the information is organized in alphabetical order
by Artists' given names, using the following format:

Name of artist
Title of art work
Medium and/or technique
Sale price or NFS (not for sale)
Artist Statement
Artist Website and/or social media info

Alex Rinfret
Winter Sky
Felt
$200
I am influenced and inspired by so many amazing visual artists on Haida
Gwaii.
I especially thank Manzanita Snow.

Alexander MacDonald
In Praise Of The Senses With Which We Are Blessed
Exhibition quality photographic enlargement mounted on medite
$650
Deeply Deeply
Standing tall, standing small
Macro Micro Man
We are the unity of earth, sea, and sky manifest in a tranquil
tempestuous twirl
Wild and tame we strive to justify ourselves in relation to the world we
think,
the world we imagine
Opaque, Transparent, Translucent
High and Low
Realis Animus Personas
Open and Reject … boundaries and illusions
Halcyon trappings and generous obligations
Sensational Subtleties
Hail and Cheer
Beauty, growth
Glow and afterglow
Transcendent terrestrials
Appreciation
Gratitude
Celebration
We are alive and feeling
You will be you, and I accept
You are Welcome

instagram @parityfrog

Alissa MacMullin
Humpback
Watercolour
NFS
I am exploring watercolours for the first time and am drawn to simplistic
design. I enjoy painting natural elements and animals in isolation. Each
piece is preluded by a more elaborate visual, story lines that take much
time to tell. But there's something refreshing about a quick and simple
reminder in the form of a watercolour, using a medium where both
beginners and elites can wash away or mask their mistakes. Perhaps I
feel these paintings reflecting the trial and errors of our stories, those
that have lead us to many successes.

Allan P. Davidson
Raven Fin
Acrylic paint on canvas
$700
Allan was born on Haida Gwaii in 1972 and raised
in Old Masset; but currently resides in North
Vancouver. Although he no longer lives on Haida
Gwaii, he maintains a close connection and returns often.
He is a descendant of the St’langng Laanas Raven Clan from Kungaileng
(west of Old Masset); his crests include the Thunderbird, Hawk,
Cumulous Cloud, Killer Whale, and Grizzly Bear. Allan has two Haida
names, Guskin was given to him after graduating from high school and
Skil Hiilans was given to him at a Chieftainship potlatch that he hosted
on behalf of his lineage in 2012.
Throughout his teenage years, Allan visited his older brother Alfred and
watched him carve in argillite. He was always fascinated and passionate
about Haida art, but chose to pursue an academic education in
Anthropology and later worked as an archaeologist until 2010.
From a young age, Allan learned about his culture from his uncles,
aunties and grandparents, while studying Anthropology he learned
about Master Carvers Simeon Stilth’daa, John Robson, Nelson Cross and
others.
His previous studies enhanced his fascination and passion for Haida art
and, in 2010; he decided he wanted to learn the Haida art form. He
began learning from renowned Haida artist Jay Simeon and has also
received guidance from other renowned Haida carvers such as James
McGuire, Ron Russ, Shawn Edenshaw, Andrew Williams and others.
Allan P Davidson Haida Artist Facebook

Ashley Furland
Through the Trees
Oil paint on canvas
NFS
I live to be in nature, that's where I feel most free.
I did this piece as an expression of my love for the
great forest that surrounds us.

Benedicte Mette Hansen- Gormly
Planes of existence
Fluid Acrylic on Canvas
$250
I work in fluid acrylics because they have the
quality of water colours and the solidity of acrylics.
The new Quinacridone colours make special effects when they mix with
other colours and like watercolours the artist doesn't always have
complete control over the effects. Like we don’t have control over life. In
the piece I brought here it is a beginning example of a series I call planes
of existence. If all life is made of large spaces of nothingness on the
atomic level of life. Then I started playing with planes and added colours
and mini paintings onto the planes, like different planes of existence all
coalescing. I like the abstract verses traditional landscape and the
contrast that makes. Life coming out of death, light coming from
darkness. As we progress through life we all experience life’s harshness,
death and other death dealing experiences, but out of dark comes light,
and out of death comes life. Our existence is always evolving. Until one
day we join the spaces and leave this world and our energy dissipates
back to the life force that created us; which I call God, others call the
great spirit, for no energy ever disappears it transforms as life
transforms, grows, or renews itself.

Benita Sanders
edge of the storm
Pastel
NFS
I am interested in the dramatic contrasts
and changing light , particularly in the west
coast skies

Bert Wilson
Stads K,un - Northern Goshawk
Acrylic on cotton paper
$175
I wanted to try a new design,
something that no one else has done.

Betsy Cardell
Katie Day Jacket
Fiber with embroidery and appliqué
NFS
This art piece has history, 40 years of history
actually! I had this jean jacket that was falling apart
and I decided to bring it into class as an art project.
I used a block print, printed a symbol of prosperity on it and put it on
the wall. I told the instructor "I will make this jacket into something
more". Over the past 40 years, the jacket was pulled out and worked on
periodically. Last summer, I worked on this jacket on every Katie Day. I
incorporated a lovely silver bell which Katie gave me...it makes the
jacket a true Katie Day jacket.
www.elizabethcardell.com

Bill Bellis
The Sawmill Thief at Tome the
Jackalope Reefs
Jackalope skull, high carbon steel
with carbide teeth, sterling silver,
abalone shell, lego, repousse engraving
NFS
Ridicule art

Cecile Houle
Find The Wren
Fabric
NFS
In quilting, Cecile has a passion for creating works
that are functional as well as beautiful. Vibrant
colours, meticulous hand stitching, and unique details are all features in
her projects. Having learned to sew from her mother at a young age,
Cecile continues to capture a childlike sense of fun and whimsy.
In this quilt, she challenges you to "Find The Wren".

Curby Holdershaw
2C Reflections
Driftwood Yellow Cedar, Mirror
$850
I grew up running across driftwood on the beaches
and now I like creating reflections of natural beauty, with handcrafted
custom mirrors placed in driftwood. I make unique pieces, every piece is
different. I take what I see in the wood and try to caress out its beauty.
Finding pieces takes me out into the beautiful places of Haida Gwaii,
and find driftwood that was seasoned by the sea and tanned by the sun.
This piece offers many reflections, it can look like a skull of a bird or
dinosaur, or waves of wood.

David Clair
Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
NFS

no written statement

Debra Gardiner
Katie
Acrylic
NFS
Our dear friend Katie wanted to go to the west
coast one more time. Her art lady friends arranged
for a trip to the Village of Ts’aatl on the West Coast.
It was the most memorable and precious day spent
with our Katie. Caroline took a photograph of the
Mosquito pole and when she looked at it there was
a heart shaped light above the pole with sun rays shining through.
This is a painting of the that special day and that special moment.

Delavina Lawrance
Precious Angel
Agates, glue
NFS
My Haida name is Kagan Jaad, meaning Mouse
Woman. I am from the Maanam Gitanee, Eagle Clan.
My sculpture is made of agates I've picked on the beaches. I created this
to signify her protection all through my childhood and to symbolize her
protection of our lands and waters. There are so many threats to our
beaches, it is a scary world now. We need to call our Angels to guide us,
to shine their light on the world, to educate others to protect our
precious Haida Gwaii.

Dianne King
Headstart - my first concrete
Cement on an armature with acrylic stain
$350
Chopping and nailing and moving cement around is
the greatest fun. I love working in three dimensions.
Refinements come later after you figure out how to
make something. But the best part is just coming up
with an idea that is new for you. This is called
headstart because it is my first attempt to make a bust.

Ding Hutchingson
Killer Whales and Whale Killers
Argillite, silver
NFS
I create functional pieces inspired by our ancestors.
Being a Haida carver is a responsibility to continue to pass on
our histories and stories visually. My days as a carver are numbered, my
hope is to inspire the next generation of Haida artists
to carry on the tradition. The show must go on.....

Don Leech
2050
water colour
$300
2050 the year i die hope is a good thing : )

Emily Hughes Baggaley
Wild Child
Multimedia
$250
My artwork is usually completely made without
intention of the finished outcome- it's an organic
process that takes on a life of it's own and becomes
something that that I would never have suspected.
I like to think of my piece 'Wild Child' as an evolution
in my personal growth as an artist by integrating many unexpected
elements and experimenting with mediums out of my comfort zone. I
had a lot of fun creating this piece and enjoyed all the teachings it has
brought me.
Facebook: SketchadoodlesAndFineArtByEmily

Fran Fowler
Toe, Tow, Taaw
fibre - traditional rug hooking
$250
Searching; jumping from image to image I finally settled on
a day at the North end ... a favourite place from a different angle,
different materials ... mostly Thrift Store rejects, sliced, diced then
hooked! Now I enjoy memories of a beautiful day at the beach
and peaceful evenings hooking.

Geoffrey Ernest Greene
Ninstints old poles
Acrylic paint on canvas
NFS
no written statement

Jacquie Poschmann
Nurse Stump Along Yakoun River
Acrylic
$435
My inspiration comes from observing the rainforest and ocean
ecosystems that we have in such abundance here on Haida Gwaii.
A nurse stump along the Golden Spruce Trail near my home in Port
Clements motivated this particular painting. I am currently pregnant
with my first child, and these days find myself especially intrigued by the
creation of new life in the forest—where the distinction
between death and rebirth is blurred as each element
participates in the continuous cycle of renewal.
Facebook: Jacquie Poschmann

Jamie Mcdonald
Transformation
Bones, feathers and shells on wood
$500
Dear,
Sea from above, with a birds eye view, among the old man's beard lie all
the remains, bare bones, united in an infinite swirl

Jane Debree
Sea glass
Beach glass, copper foil, agates and a bone
$300
Walking on the beach, collecting glass, I got inspired
to make this lampshade. Most colours I was able to
find were green and brown. My sister and mom had
done stained glass and I decided to try something out.

Janet Rigg
Butter Fly III
Oil on sewn canvas
$150
Janet continues to explore what a sewn
canvas inspires. Random pieces of canvas are
sewn together, and from there an image emerges. It is
collaboration between sculpture and paint, canvas and artist.
Janet has been creating sewn canvases for over 15 years.
She sells her work locally, privately, and is available for commissions.
Janet studied fine art at Concordia University, and uses her creativity to
balance her work in the mental health field. Her sewn canvas process
allows her to start a piece without knowing what it will be. What
emerges is always vibrant and alive, and yet held by the crude
stitches and folds of the canvas. It is never quite right.
This is reflected in the title of the piece, Butter Fly III.
Flying butter of reputable lineage, or majestic insect?
Really, it's neither.
www.sewnart.ca

Jason Shafto
Where Sky Meets Water
Photograph - Giclee Canvas
24x36"
artist's proof
$495
Powerless to thwart the advance of winter, this
autumn image embraces sombre emotions that
surface as the Haida Gwaii days grow short and dark.
The title brings attention to the subtle detail of the horizon; a common
visual phenomenon on the Hecate Strait. A product of my preference to
create compelling abstract images without the use of digital
manipulation, the blurring effect of the water is achieved “in camera”
using a variety techniques and tools. This photograph, like many of my
art images, has the feel of a surrealistic painting, and presents an
intriguing juxtaposition of soft and sharp elements.
www.fullmoonphoto.ca
FACEBOOK - Full Moon Photo
INSTAGRAM - fullmoonphoto_haidagwaii

Jay Bellis
Untitled
yew wood box with acrylic
NFS
As a Xaayda, I am continuing the artistic traditions of my family, and
always striving to produce art of the same quality as the old and
modern masters.
Facebook: Haidaartoriginals

Jenna Keshavjee
Seasons
Acrylic paint, acrylic medium, inks
$250
Jenna is an artist from Calgary, Alberta. She is a 2016 graduate from the
University of Victoria's BFA Visual Arts program, with a minor in
Commerce.
Her current works are created through the processes of amalgamation
of acrylic paint, medium, layering and vivid hues, in order to create a
sense of luminosity and filtered light within the paintings. Themes of
geometry, space and translucency are explored.
Now living in Haida Gwaii, British Columbia, she is exploring new
mediums, techniques and inspirations.
jennakeshavjee.wixsite.com/artist

Kai Meibaum
The Bag
Leather/Wood/Bone
NFS
Kai Meibaum has been working with different natural products for some
years . Mostly he enjoys making knifes as well as Sporran's and
Handbags . In his early career as an artist he started out with making
jewelry out of bones , horsehair, leather and silver . His Art is for sale
but he also enjoys giving it away as presents to friends .

Kara Sievewright
Saltblue
Ink on paper
NFS
Saltblue is a comics poem that takes place on North Beach and is
inspired by the Proteus chapter in James Joyce’s Ulysses. Saltblue was
originally published by the literary journal Drunken Boat (24) in the Fall
2016.
www.makerofnets.ca
@makerofnets

Karen Walhout
Earth Mother
Felt
$400
I enjoy exploring visions of the Divine Feminine through landscape.
In this vision, the woman is wearing a sun crown and holding the earth
and moon in a loving embrace (while dancing it seems...).
Kiki van der Heiden's yoga and creativity retreat this past winter
provided a perfect opportunity to share the vision.
This was my first attempt at felting.
I'm so grateful to Kiki for guiding me through the process and for
providing a safe space to go within.
Haaw'a!

Kathy Pick, Barb Lawrence
Flight
Coiled pine needle weaving ,
waxed linen, pottery base, kiton shells
$395
Kathy Pick:
For the last few months Barb. Lawrence a well known local potter and I
have been collaborating on work together, mainly pine needle weaving
attached to pottery bases. We have both lived on Haida Gwaii for
several decades. We love walking the shores and are inspired by the
many forms we find there. This whimsical piece is tied to our time
together at North beach, the love of place, the movement of waves and
flight.
www.kathypick.com

Kayoko Daugert
Spring Awakening
watercolour
$390
growing light and warm breezes --- quiet and still we are as we look at
little creatures so busy and intent
featured in "mini-web page - Art by Kayoko ' on Love Haida Gwaii mini
page of Kayoko's cards on Haida Gwaii Trader

Kc Cudmore
The Colour of North Beach
Plastic on Cedar
NFS
Created from pulverized plastic left behind by a receding tide along a 25
foot stretch of North Beach.
More and more plastic is finding it's way into the oceans. Pulverized by
waves, most of it floats on or near the surface and is being ingested by
fish and sea mammals. This toxic debris is washing up on our beaches
and successively being buried and hidden from view by the wind, sand
and sea.
It is accumulating.
At what point will there be more plastic than sand on our beaches and
at what point will the surface water of our oceans become unable to
support life?

Kieran Wake
Relatives
Red Cedar, Yellow Cedar
$350 each paddle
These paddles are based on an Unungan (Aleutian Island)
design, but they are not replicas.
They are made for long distance paddling.
People made paddles like these for survival as well as artistic endeavour,
and I'm very much fascinated by objects designed
with those purposes in mind.
Thank you Haawa

Kiki van der Heiden
Storm Season
Acrylic paint on canvas
$375
The view from my art studio is ever changing.
Some days are crystal clear, other days the mist
hangs low over the water, covering the mountains like a thick blanket.
Some days are just wild. Clouds move powerfully over the mountains as
a thick blanket, breaking open into separate clouds only minutes later.
Next, the sky is blue and sunlight streams in.
This piece tries to capture that wild essence and energy of those days.
www.kikivanderheiden.com

Kimberley Larocque
Expecting
Pen and ink, watercolour paint
NFS
I continue to find joy in this artistic journey I am on.
The close, tight and detailed work with pen and ink images
makes me feel happy. The addition of color sometimes scares
me and always surprises me. This piece was inspired by my
Moms love of babies the sea and all things magical.

Laura Dutheil-Greene
Silver Haida Gwaii Forest Charms
Sterling Silver plate
$500
Sterling silver charms carved with original imagery
found in a Haida Gwaii forest. The Pacific Tree
Frog, a Lady Slipper wildflower, a slippery Slug and Raindrops are the
names of these silver charms designed and carved by metal engraver
Laura Dutheil-Greene (carved from .8 mm and .5 mm silver plate)
Facebook: Tidal Zone Silver Studio

Linda Kunpula
The Retired Boat
Batiking
NFS
I learned batiking at workshop facilitated by
Betsy, and that has inspired my work. This piece was inspired by
beautiful Haida Gwaii and life on the water.

Lon Bernal Sharp
Shaker Box in Cherry
Yellow/Red Cedar, Cherry
$300
I love Shaker Boxes for what they offer in graceful, elegant, ingenious
design and therapy.

Lorelee Parker
Pas de deux
Oil paint on canvas
$300
I tend not to choose subjects so much as
project them on inkblots. This one morphed
into Dzunukwa and Perfect Stranger.

Manzanita Snow
Fairy Castle
Mixed, mostly cedar, twigs
and moss with polymer clay
$175
This is a play palace for fairies. Its construction has probably sapped
valuable energy, as it consumed many hours and pushed most other
interests and priorities aside. It has been a total joy and I would
recommend this pastime as deep therapy for anyone.

Marlene Specht
Mountain Hemlock
Sleeping Beauty Mountain
pen and ink
NFS
When hiking in the mountains, one is able to
appreciate the rugged and beautiful forms of
trees which survive in a harsh and unforgiving
climate.

Maureen Weddell
Four Seasons
Fabric
NFS
Walk forest or beach
Small treasures fill our pockets
In every season
Fabric is my medium of choice, mostly quilts,
but each year I challenge myself with a new
creation for the all island art show. I look
forward to the opportunity to explore ideas
and techniques outside of my norm. This piece
was inspired by something I saw while on
holidays. The Haiku was local inspiration.

Miranda Post
Green & Golden
Mixed media & fibre
NFS
I’m a beachcomber and a bit of a crow who
loves to re-purpose shiny objects. In creating
this piece I wanted to use some of my treasures in a way that was soft
and mobile. Entitled, Green & Golden, this piece echoes the troves of
lost goodies, discarded items and natural debris found on Haida Gwaii's
coast. By using yarn, shells, driftwood, beach glass and gold wire, I
hoped to reflect the hue and movement of seaweed, the glitter of sun
off a wave and the worn bits of beauty that wash up on the beach.
Instagram: @mirandasyndrome

Miyako Laidlaw
Water fall
Sumil (black ink)
NFS
Nature's beauty and wonder.

N.A. Sloan
Spruce Root Talking Stick
Haida Gwaii Sitka Spruce Root
NFS
Wood is foundational to islands culture and economy,
with its many uses enabling human life on Haida
Gwaii. This organic gift’s beauty is everywhere in
the forest where shapes of living wood can capture
your imagination. Strait large Sitka Spruce roots
are rare, although sometimes encountered in secondgrowth where they grace the surface of rotting
mother-logs whose linearity guides their growth.
This root’s size and shape celebrate the Talking
Stick - symbolic of respectful communications in
coastal First Nations cultures. Taken without killing
the tree, the root’s elegant form is light in weight
yet immensely strong.

Nancy Hett & Michelle Scott
Four and Twenty
Stoneware clay and glass, fabric, electrical
wire, buttons, thread, embroidery
$220
This sculptural piece of work is a playful collaboration based on the
poem "four & twenty black birds baked in a pie" The cheerful birds
bursting from the pie crust and eating the crumbs lend an air of fairy
tale amusement to the piece. You can almost hear them singing.

Nicole Day
mooka'am - the sun rises
Miyuki Delica Beads
$180
I am happy to share this technique of beading
I learned from my sister, who is my inspiration
Beading is how I celebrate being anishinaabe.
I like to use bright and contrasting colors that catch the eye.

Penny Richardson
Morning Peace
Acrylica
$125
Still mornings on the banks of the Tlell River - no finer place in the world
to be.... one of colour, reflection, light playing on water, birdsong...and
peace. Hard to fathom, in times like this, there is war, destruction,
tragedy, inhumanity, farcical politics, or fake news in the "away world",
when we are blessed, have tea, sunshine and peace.

Robin Hawse
Eternal Nights
Acrylic, on a plastic wall clock cover
$400
In this work I employ the use black,white,and
blueish grays while targeting red focus points to
show a dramatic effect in this gothic style fantasy piece.

Ron McKee
Thrust Fault, Graham Island, Haida Gwaii
Selenium toned silver gelatin print
NFS
As a means of expressing my appreciation of nature I use various
techniques and chemicals with B&W photographic equipment and
materials to create photographs that give prominence to the
distinguishing features of their subjects.

Sandra Kennedy
fiber and found objects
collage
$329
Most of my projects start when I find something 'eye catching'.
This time it was the texture of the whale bone. Grouped with
the rough plank, the smooth fibers and the bead like shark
vertebrae, the finished product gradually emerged.

Sandra Price
Haida Dancers
Hand-stitched cotton
NFS
This piece was begun in a Mawai (Granville
Island) workshop led by Janet Bolton from
England. I wanted to learn how she approached making her tiny
landscapes and critters, as I wanted to incorporate similar pieces in my
large, text-filled quilts. I studied her technique, but "Haida Dancers"
turned out to be four times the size of her delightful works and lacked
the intimacy I was seeking. Now I am working on miniaturizing them.
Thanks to Gwaii Trust for a travel grant.
Facebook: Sandra Price

Sarah Barnhardt
Through the Tunnel
Oil paint
NFS
I've been painting Haida Gwaii for a few years now, and there is always
something new and beautiful to see! I've been fixated on waves for a
quite some time, so this the first forest scene I've done. I am constantly
in awe and inspired by these stunning islands!
Facebook: Nadu Studio

Sheila Karrow
The Doll House
Graphite and watercolour
NFS
Working through the loss of my mother.
www.sheilakarrow.com

Skilaaw S-Burton
Taangghwanlaana g̱uuda
( The-One-In-The-Sea box )
Red & Yellow cedar, acrylic paint
NFS
Taangghwanlaana (the-one-in-the-sea) is said to be the most powerful
of all the supernatural beings. When rising from the water,
Taangghwanlaana appeared as a beautifully ornamented upside down
long house front. It was said to bring ever lasting wealth to those who
have had an encounter with it....
Instagram: skilaaw

Stevie-Lynn DeGroot
Venus Retrograde
Acrylic watercolour and paper
$130
www.daughtersofvenus.ca

Sylvia Young
Silence
Yellow Cedar
$2000

Tom Argue
Spring
Canadian Jade, Obsidian, Haida Gwaii Agate
$3200
I have been on a Jade Journey for a number of
years now. I particularly obsess with the
strong yet delicate play of light when carved
thin enough. Jade is a very challenging
material that continually pushes my
boundaries as a carver/artist.
www.thomasargue.com
IG - tom.argue.jade FB - Tom Argue

Val Malesku
The Eyebrow Thing
Acrylic paint
NFS
This year I have been doing a series of black on
black acrylic paintings. One day Peter came in
chuckling about seeing a raven doing the eyebrow
thing. I knew immediately what he meant. I
decided to do a painting of this for a Christmas present.
We both love ravens and I have done several other raven
paintings showing them in other cheeky and humorous poses.

Wally Pelton
Grizzly Bear
Applique ultra suede on 65-35
polyester cotton
NFS
New dance tunic for my son.

Wellness Warriors
Home
Acrylic Paint and Sinew
NFS
Wellness Warriors is a fluid group of eclectic
peers focused on wellness. We meet every
Tuesday, 5pm at the Wellness House. We
created our collaborative painting by rotating
canvases every few minutes, working off one
another and contributing to each canvas.
The combined canvases create a piece that
is larger than the sum of its parts. Home is a depiction
of Haida Gwaii as an unpredictable and diverse landscape.
When the image of the islands emerges, there is an epiphany and a
feeling of wellness akin to the feeling that we have towards
our home and each other.
* please note that the picture of this piece was taken before the pieces
were actually hung and the right side goes on the left.
Apologies to the artists

